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HON’s Amenities-Driven Workplace:  
Embracing the Power of Choice 

At HON, we believe productivity and connection in the office builds trust, camaraderie, and a shared 

sense of purpose. But workplaces everywhere have evolved—busy professionals want more out of  

their day-to-day experiences. How we meet goals, foster creativity, and encourage engagement isn’t 

one-size-fits-all. That’s why an organization rich in amenities is vital to job satisfaction and personal  

well-being. From curated collaborative environments to warm and inviting lounges to industrious, 

focused hubs, our 2024 Collection showcases agile, multi-purpose solutions and spaces designed to 

elevate any environment throughout the office.
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Amenities mean 

The Amenities  
Employees Want

Comfort

Personalization

Flexibility

Convenience

Style

An intuitive and thoughtfully 

designed environment is 

crucial to retaining current 

talent while attracting new 

employees.

Business
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Engagement

Collaboration

Retention

Productivity

Communication

What Business  
Owners Can Expect
The result is renewed 

collaboration and productivity 

essential to achieving business 

and economic growth.
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Elements of an Irresistible,
Amenities-Driven Workplace
Designing a workplace that prioritizes the happiness of its employees goes beyond installing convenient 

coffee stations and ping-pong tables. It requires a thoughtful, intuitive approach to what people really 

want and need, both within their private workstations and in collaborative spaces. With a focus on 

dynamic flexibility, innovative customization, organic comfort, and superior support, HON is ready to 

raise the bar on how you do business.
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Convenience

Flexibility Style

Personalization
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Seating
Whether it’s heads-down focus in a lounge space, a casual meeting in a café 

environment, or sharing ideas at a collaborative hoteling station, where and 

how we sit has changed. Flexibility isn’t a luxury—it’s a necessity. Employees 

moved away from sitting in the same place all day, every day—employees are 

seeking out comfort and support in a variety of spaces throughout the office. 
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Executive &  
Conference Seating
Take control on your own terms. With premium details and customizable 

options to suit any style or space, the right chair keeps busy professionals 

comfortable and supported no matter how long the meeting lasts.

  Cofi™

Executive High-Back  
Chair

  Ignition® 2.0
Upholstered Mid-Back 

Chair

  Mav™

High-Back Chair

  Cofi™

Managerial Mid-Back 
Chair

Award
Winning

Award
Winning

Award
Winning
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Shown in Rush Blueberry and Maharam 
Murmur 07 Conquer Fabric

hon.com    13   
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Cofi™

Don’t just make an introduction—make an impression. With Cofi’s intuitive functionality,  

elegant detailing, and contemporary back, finishes, and fabric choices, closing the deal has  

never been more stylish or sophisticated. 

A

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5983.pdf
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C

B

A. Shown in Davenport Leather Olive
B. Shown in Davenport Leather Atlantis
C. Shown in Maharam Apt Charm Fabric

Best of NeoCon  
2022

North American Office Products 
People’s Choice  

2022

Award Winning
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Ignition® 2.0 Upholstered
Rev up your support—and style—with Ignition 2.0. This slim-profile upholstered 

task chair features an optional adjustable lumbar designed to cradle your 

back, providing the all-day support every multi-tasker needs and deserves.

A

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/HON-Ignition-Brochure.pdf
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A. Shown in Maharam Meld Mimosa Fabric
B. Shown in Moxie Hemp Fabric

B

Best Office Chair Overall by Forbes.com  
2021, 2022 & 2023 

Best Budget Pick by Wirecutter  
2021 & 2023

Award Winning
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Mav™

An exceptionally engineered chair shouldn’t have to sacrifice soft luxury and eye-catching 

elegance. From swivel knee-tilt control and easy height adjustability, to striking architecture 

and fabric choices, Mav makes a brilliant, bold, and beautiful statement.

A

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5951.pdf
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A. Shown in Pebble Moss Fabric
B. Shown in Maharam Mode Jetty Fabric
C. Shown in Maharam Apt Mantle, 
     Stinson Mandala Sunset Fabric

B

C
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Task Seating
An ideal office chair isn’t one-size-fits-all. Today’s powerhouse task seating offers flexible 

performance, customized controls, exceptional ergonomic support, and superior style.

  Flexion™

Touchdown/Collaborative 
Chair

 Ignition® 2.0
Task Chair

  Convergence®

Task Chair

  Cipher™

Task Chair
  Nucleus®

Task Chair

  Cliq™

Touchdown/Collaborative 
Chair

  Solve®

Task Chair

Award
Winning

Award
Winning

Award
Winning

Award
Winning
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Shown in Oxford Tourmaline Fabric

hon.com    21   
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A

Flexion™

A dynamic chair that supports everyone—anywhere, anytime—is non-negotiable for open 

plan and agile workstations. Flexion is the ideal quick-sit solution to provide instant, flexible 

support for energetic environments and people on the go. 
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C

B

A. Shown in Hamilton Caribbean Fabric
B. Shown in Livi™ Saxon Fabric
C. Shown in Livi™ Plum, Maharam Mod Petal Fabric

North American Office Products  
People’s Choice  

2023

Award Winning
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Cipher™

Everyone deserves the perfect fit and sit. With ergonomically efficient independent 

lumbar support, added breathability of flexible 4-Way Stretch Mesh, and intuitive 

weight-activated control, Cipher was crafted with customization in mind for a  

tailor-made experience unique to you.

A

Award Winning

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/HON-Cipher-Brochure.pdf
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A. Shown in Apex Papaya Fabric
B. Shown in Appoint Frost, Optic Aurora, 
     Dapper Parrot Fabric

B

Good Design  
2022

Award Winning
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A

Nucleus®

Driven by superior engineering and inspired by personal comfort, Nucleus has 

relaxed productivity and sharp focus down to a science. With a comprehensive 

ergonomic approach to all-day seating, this slim and streamlined task chair 

delivers on style and substance. 

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5711.pdf
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C

B

A. Shown in Stinson Artisan Marlin Fabric
B. Shown in Maharam Manner Resolute Fabric
C. Shown in Maharam Apt Bengal Fabric
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A

Ignition® 2.0
Not only does Ignition fit your height and weight with remarkable precision, it offers 

sophisticated materials for pinpointed comfort just where you want it. With a great mix 

of back heights, colors, and styles to choose from, it works everywhere—just like you.

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/HON-Ignition-Brochure.pdf
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C

B

A. Shown in Flander Ginger, Route Antique Fabric
B. Shown in Flander Reed Fabric
C. Shown in Maharam Lariat Yam, Dapper Breeze,  
     Maharam Mode Bonsai, Centurion Marsala Fabric

Best Office Chair Overall by Forbes.com  
2021, 2022 & 2023 

Best Budget Pick by Wirecutter  
2021 & 2023

Award Winning
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Convergence®

For comfort and agility to get you through whatever the day brings your way, look no 

further than Convergence. With customizable capabilities like advanced synchro-tilt 

with seat slide, adjustable lumbar support, and a variety of arm-adjustment choices, 

this task chair is everyone’s favorite office co-pilot.

A

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/Convergence-Brochure.pdf
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A. Shown in Stinson Lagoon Lava Fabric
B. Shown in Notion Agave Fabric

B
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Cliq™

A welcome addition to any group chat, Cliq seating lets you  

take care of business from the moment you sit down. It’s  

light-scaled for a modern look that’s also easy to maneuver 

around wherever the group discussion takes you. Remarkably 

intuitive and endlessly adaptable, Cliq makes seating simple.

A

BA. Shown in Quill Well Fabric
B. Shown in Maharam Metric Snorkel Fabric

Good Design  
2021

Prize Design for Modern  
Furniture & Lighting  

2022

Award Winning

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/HON-Cliq-Brochure.pdf
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Solve®

Got a comfort conundrum? Solve it! This adaptable seating solution is your answer 

for personalized support and intelligent design. From easy arm adjustability and 

tilt control options to breathable back materials and fun frame colors, a Solve task 

chair offers you the power of choice.

A. Shown in  Maharam Mode Celtic Fabric
B. Shown in Purl Deep Fabric

A

B

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/Solve-Brochure.pdf
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  Accommodate®

Guest Chair

  Nucleus®

Guest/Multi-Purpose  
Chair

  Cipher™

Guest/Multi-Purpose  
Chair

 Ignition®

Guest/Multi-Purpose  
Chair

  Motivate®

Multi-Purpose Chair

   Ruck™

Guest/Multi-Purpose  
Chair

Guest & Multi-Purpose Seating
Everyone deserves a seat at the table. Whether it’s an all-day training seminar or comforting 

support for a visiting client, HON’s lineup of multi-purpose and guest seating solutions 

deliver powerhouse performance with lightweight agility, stacking and nesting capabilities, 

and a clean, simple style. 

  Motivate®

Nesting Chair
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Shown in Appoint Seating Turqouise Fabric

hon.com    35   
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Cipher™Nucleus®

A. Shown in Compass Ruby Fabric 
B.   Shown in HBF Textiles Checkmate
     Blue Green Fabric
C. Shown in Inertia Cobalt Fabric

A B

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5711.pdf
https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/HON-Cipher-Brochure.pdf
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C
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Motivate®Ignition®

A. Shown in Stinson Hopsack Alloy Fabric 
B. Shown in Calibration Buttercup  Fabric
C. Shown in Surf Plastic Shell

A B

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/HON-Ignition-Brochure.pdf
https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/Motivate-Seating.pdf
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C
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Ruck™Accommodate®

A. Shown in Pearl Pasture, Braid Fabric 
B. Shown in Pinnacle Laminate
C. Shown in Black Wash Veneer

A B

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/Accommodate-Brochure.pdf
https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/HON-Ruck-Brochure.pdf
https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/HON-Ruck-Brochure.pdf
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C
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Lounge Seating
Lounge and reception areas have evolved. These warm and welcoming sanctuaries not 

only serve as an inviting respite for guests, they also function as a comfortable professional 

oasis that offers a change of scenery away from the status quo of a workstation.

SoCo™

Parkwyn™

Mav™

Flock®

West Hill™

Grove®

Astir™
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Shown in Constance Scuba Fabric

hon.com    43   
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A

An intuitive modular lounge series designed to encourage the ease of both collaborative 

and focused work, SoCo offers soft support, unlimited configuration possibilities, and a 

tailored, organic aesthetic for productive shared spaces.

SoCo™
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C

B

A. Shown in Lugano Gravel Fabric
B. Shown in Constance Scuba Fabric
C. Shown in Constance Scuba Fabric
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Flock®

With cohesive, mobile elements designed to offer endless aesthetic and 

functional options, Flock encourages freedom of choice in collaborative 

spaces. This warm, inviting lounge series blurs the line between home and 

office, inspiring easy engagement and respite from the traditional workstation.  

A. Shown in Rush Wave, Moxie Flint Fabric
B. Shown in Knitwork Birch Fabric

A

B

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5091.pdf
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Grove®

Say hello to Grove, a versatile lounge collection designed to help you meet, greet, 

connect, and focus. Whether your space is designed to bring people together or is 

curated to respect personal space, Grove is a natural leader.

A. Shown in Moxie Lime, Coconut, Mulberry, Barnwood Fabric

A

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5023.pdf
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West Hill™

With an impressive combination of warm residential appeal, commercial 

endurance, and thoughtful customization options, West Hill is as versatile as 

it is functional. This casual lounge collection offers a variety of sophisticated 

seating configurations and luxurious fabrics and finishes, making it ideal for 

elegant collaborative environments.

A. Shown in Stinson Ritz Butternut, Stinson Ritz Sage, 
Stinson Moby Gull Fabric
B. Shown in Blume Jasper Fabric

A

B

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/HON-West-Hill-Brochure.pdf
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Parkwyn™

Ample comfort, graceful design, and thoughtful functionality are hallmarks 

of a warm and welcoming lounge space. A beautifully harmonious soft 

seating collection, Parkwyn combines elegant aesthetics with durable, reliable 

performance—without breaking the bank.

A. Shown in Black Polyurethane

A
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Astir®

Whether it’s a casual collaboration or a much-needed respite from your corner 

cubicle, Astir celebrates the power of choice. Designed to support heads-down 

focus—or an energized round table of shared ideas—this elegant and modern lounge 

collection encourages a whole new perspective away from traditional workspaces.

A

A. Shown in Square One Fleece, Moby Atlantic, Checkmate Coral Rush Fabric

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5937.pdf
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Mav™

With busy days and competing priorities, it’s imperative to have a place to 

breathe and recalibrate. The Mav Single Lounge Series and its accompanying 

ottoman is a beautifully versatile lounge seating solution designed to create an 

in-office oasis with elegant mid-century modern appeal.

A. Shown in Charlotte Ink, Look-See Midnight, Perimeter    
     Kumquat, Outlander Saffron, Sprint Gold Fabric 
B. Shown in Look-See Terra Cotta Fabric

A

B

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5951.pdf
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Desks
An organized, efficient desk is more than just a place to house your 

computer. From height-adjustable agility to clever personalized storage 

to mixed-material aesthetics, it’s time you had a command central that 

reflects who you are and how you work.
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Featured Desks
Need a little inspiration? Head over to hon.com to start building your dream space. 

With pre-planned typicals and an extensive array of design options, it’s easy to create 

the office you want and deserve. 

Award
Winning

Workwall
Desks

Voi®

Desks

Concinnity™

Desks
10500 Series™

Desks

Coordinate®

Desks

Mod
Desks
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Shown in Skyline Walnut, 
Designer White Laminate

hon.com    55   
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Concinnity™

When it comes to productivity, unified organization and streamlined 

connection is non-negotiable. Concinnity desking systems offer  

multi-purpose storage, dynamic accessories, and unlimited agility  

designed to celebrate your brand and your personality.

A. Shown in Phantom Ecru Laminate
B. Shown in Natural Recon Laminate

A

B

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/Concinnity-Brochure.pdf
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10500 Series™

From ultra-compact workspaces to large private offices to collaborative teaming 

environments, our 10500 Series takes care of business seamlessly and efficiently. 

With an extensive array of layout, material, and storage options, these workhorse 

desking solutions keep any diligent multi-tasker on task and on time.

A. Shown in Phantom Ecru Laminate
B. Shown in Pinnacle Laminate

A

B

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/HON-10500-Series-Brochure.pdf
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Coordinate™

Sit down. Stand up. Stretch out. With built-in flexibility designed to move with your 

day, Coordinate rectangle or corner cove surfaces come in an array of sizes suited 

for any space or any task. And with optional privacy screens, wire management, 

and multiple control options, you’ve got a command central that does it all.

A

A. Shown in Pinnacle Laminate, Designer White Paint

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5020.pdf
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Workwall
A brilliant tile system that mixes and matches fabric, glass, metal,  

and laminate materials with a variety of tools and accessories, 

Workwall ties clever creativity, meaningful connection, and 

streamlined organization into one cohesive unit.

A. Shown in Skyline Walnut Laminate, Loft Paint, Appoint Blackberry Fabric
B. Shown in Disperse Ink Fabric
C. Shown in Centurion Jade Fabric
D. Shown in Kingswood Walnut Laminate, Disperse Ink Fabric

A

B C D

North American Office Products  
Best Product Furniture & Design  

2022

Awards

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5952.pdf
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Voi®

When it comes to maximizing space for open plan configurations, Voi is a  

co-worker you can count on. With seamless Abound and Accelerate 

workstation integration, this versatile collection of desking and storage 

solutions keeps your day efficient, organized, and easy to navigate.

A

A. Shown in Kingswood Walnut Laminate, Designer White, Regatta Paint

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H4899.pdf
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Mod
From nimble height-adjustable options to handy open hutches to smart storage, 

Mod’s comprehensive desking and storage components deliver the cohesive 

design and dynamic versatility every busy day demands.

A. Shown in Slate Teak Laminate
B. Shown in Java Oak Laminate

A

B

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5952.pdf
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Workstations
Organizations everywhere have embraced a flexible, agile, multi-purpose 

approach to connection and productivity. From hoteling stations designed 

to keep people on the go at peak efficiency to private offices centered on 

discretion and focus, the right workstation makes all the difference in your day.
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  Accelerate®

Workstations
 Abound®

Workstations

Featured Workstations
You’re juggling three projects simultaneously, your inbox is overflowing, and the accumulated 

desktop clutter is growing by the minute. Have no fear—your ideal HON workstation is here to 

help! Seamless organization has never looked or performed better.

  Empower®

Workstations
Universal Screens

Workstations
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Shown in Noble Rainforect and  
Appoint Frost Fabric

hon.com    65   
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Accelerate® 

Adaptability is everything when it comes to high-energy environments. An Accelerate 

office system puts the pedal to the metal by combining clean, contemporary design 

with straightforward agility and effortless functionality.

A. Shown in Designer White Paint, Centurion Navy Fabric
B. Shown in Beigewood Laminate, Camira Blazer Lite Hush Fabric

A

B

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/Accelerate-Brochure.pdf
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Abound®

Flourishing, inspired spaces demand a higher standard. With seamless integration of its 

components and an interchangeable frame and tile system with countless functional design 

options, Abound creates unified efficiency and clever style in any shared work environment.

A. Shown in Designer White Laminate,HBF Denim Wash Grey Fox Fabric
B. Shown in Beigewood Laminate, Camira Blazer Lite Harmony Fabric

A

B

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/Abound-Brochure.pdf
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Empower®

Every member of a productive team has a unique approach to work. Empower 

lets employees embrace their differences while working together as a cohesive 

unit. With benching options that support a variety of people in a variety of 

environments, stylish productivity is all in a day’s work.

A

A. Shown in Pinnacle Laminate, Designer White Paint

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5689.pdf
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Universal Screens
Designed with a user’s privacy in mind, Universal Screens help define boundaries in 

bustling office zones without discouraging connection. With visual barriers available 

in a wide variety of materials and sizes, Universal Screens offer customized control 

while maintaining meaningful engagement when it matters the most. 

A. Shown in Noble Gunmetal Panel Fabric, Black Paint
B. Shown in Noble Rainforest Panel Fabric, Black Paint

A

B
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Storage
We’ve come a long way from one-dimensional filing cabinets. Today’s 

optimized workspaces understand that versatile organization is the key to 

keeping busy people focused and productive—and that means dynamic 

storage that meets a variety of needs. Whether you just need to stash 

an extra pair of running shoes or you’re archiving important documents, 

HON has a solution that will manage what matters.
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Featured Storage
From structured and traditional to fun and energetic, HON’s dynamic storage  

collections keep the important stuff protected with style and substance.

  Fuse™

Storage

  Contain®

Storage

  Flagship®

Storage
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Shown in Designer White,  
Pinnacle Laminate, HBF Textiles  
Skim Coat Frosting Fabric

hon.com    73   
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A

Contain®

Contain does it all—it performs flawlessly on its own, but has the 

flexibility to connect to other solutions to help optimize limited 

space. From open shelves and drawers to mobile credenza options, 

keeping your space agile and flexible is easier than ever. 

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/Contain-Brochure.pdf
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C

B

A. Shown in Solar Black Paint, Phantom Ecru Laminate
B. Shown in Designer White Paint, Florence Walnut Laminate
C. Shown in Loft Paint, Skyline Walnut Laminate
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Flagship®

From modular storage cabinets and bookcases to lateral files and 

pedestals, you can trust Flagship. An ideal partner for HON’s Storage 

Islands, this organizational powerhouse works with you and your space to 

create a multi-functional hub and workflow that evolves with your day. 

A. Shown in Titanium Paint

A

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/Flagship-Brochure.pdf
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Fuse™

With a completely modern take on form and function, Fuse pedestals and 

hanging cubbies offer easy access to what you need, when you want it. And with 

a variety of energetic paint colors and handy accessories to choose from—think 

handy pedestal cushions and useful hooks—Fuse lets you be you.

A. Shown in Designer White Paint
B. Shown in Atom Paint

A

B

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5877.pdf
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Tables
Tables anchor a space. Whether the team is gathered around one to 

close a deal or an employee is simply taking a much-needed coffee 

break, well-designed surfaces help unify shared environments. HON  

is proud to offer an extensive collection of tables that support with  

substance and style.
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  Birk™

Tables

  Preside®

Tables

  Motivate®

Tables

  Arrange®

Tables
  Sculpt™

Tables

  Between™ 

Tables
   Scramble™

Tables

Featured Tables
Whether you’re looking for exceptional durability and agility or elegant 

aesthetics and integrative performance—or all of the above—HON table 

solutions bring people and places together.
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Shown in Florence Walnut Laminate,  
Champagne Metallic Paint

hon.com    81   
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A

Sculpt™

Sculpt goes beyond the standard table. From diverse height, size, and shape options 

to high-quality mixed material selections to nesting capabilities (plus purposeful 

planter and console solutions), Sculpt customizes and curates everyday spaces into 

something truly special.   
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C

B

A. Shown in Pinnacle Laminate, Muslin Paint
B. Shown in Kingswood Walnut Laminate, Champagne Metallic Paint
C. Shown in Fawn Cypress Laminate, Solar Black Paint
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A

Birk™

Go ahead, put collaboration on a pedestal. Birk’s sleek and simple design 

lends itself beautifully to casual spaces designed for instant connection. 

And with five different table heights and a variety of shapes and sizes to 

choose from, this surface solution adapts to any environment effortlessly.

BA. Shown in Kingswood Walnut Laminate, Textured Titanium Paint
B. Shown in Portico Teak Laminate, Black Mica Textured Paint

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5945.pdf
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Arrange®

No day looks exactly the same. That’s why every office needs a versatile 

collection of tables that can be customized and reconfigured at a moment’s 

notice. Available in seated, café, or counter heights, Arrange is designed to 

support virtually any workspace with reliable durability and timeless style.

A. Shown in Designer White Laminate, Platinum Paint

A

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/HON-Arrange-Brochure.pdf
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Between™

A jack of all trades that’s just as productive in a café as it is in a training or 

conference room, Between tables are ideal conduits for instant connection and 

engagement. With a variety of shapes, bases, and heights to choose from—plus 

a wide range of laminates to fit any aesthetic—Between tables just make sense.

A. Shown in Designer White Laminate, Black Paint

A

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/Between-Brochure-H5742.pdf
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A

Preside®

When you need a table collection that leads with confidence, look no further than 

Preside. With conference solutions designed for collaborative work to mobile 

options that move with your day—plus optional pops of color and tech-friendly 

features—Preside inspires and engages everywhere it goes. 

A. Shown in Kingswood Walnut Laminate, Black Paint
B. Shown in Designer White Laminate, Charcoal Paint

A

B

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5694.pdf
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Scramble™

Connection shouldn’t be confusing. An exemplary cohort for HON’s 

most supportive and beautiful soft seating—think West Hill, Astir, and 

Mav—Scramble’s sleek design and easy adaptability is a perfect fit 

for everyday tasks away from your desk.

A. Shown in Ice White Glass Top, Peppercorn Paint
B. Shown in Portico Teak Laminate, Warm White Wood

A

B

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5922.pdf
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A

Motivate®

With built-in tech savvy intuitive performance and endless adaptability, 

Motivate puts the mojo back into any given Monday. Whether it’s an 

afternoon presentation or an all-day training session, these dynamic 

mobile tables go the distance when it comes to workspace flexibility.

A. Shown in Harvest Laminate, Platinum Paint

https://bdclients.s3.amazonaws.com/hon/collateral/H5125.pdf
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Education
It’s been proven that well-designed learning spaces—

media centers, quiet rooms, traditional classroom 

environments, and everything in between—play a vital 

role in supporting the efforts of schools determined 

to make a difference. Enhancing those spaces with 

furniture solutions designed to foster connection, 

creativity, and imagination is key.

Class-ifi™

hon.com
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Roll Call™

Confetti™

Tangram™

VIEW LOOKBOOK

hon.com
hon.com
hon.com
hon.com
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A

Storyline™

Storyline isn’t just your average, everyday bookcase. With the ability to create an imaginative 

variety of customized learning-zone options—think cozy reading nooks, interactive study pods, and 

individualized hubs designed for heads-down focus—this imaginative collection is an open book 

when it comes to clean, organic movement and dynamic functionality in community environments.
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C

B

A. Shown in Field Elm Laminate, Markerboard Paint
B. Shown in Field Elm Laminate, Markerboard Paint
C. Shown in Field Elm Laminate, Sage Paint
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Healthcare
From small medical practices to large municipal hospitals, HON offers a comprehensive 

selection of durable, adaptable, and easy-to-clean furniture solutions designed to meet 

the needs of caregivers, patients, and their families.

VIEW LOOKBOOK

hon.com
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Government
Whether it’s a structured fire station or a warm and welcoming city administrative office, HON is primed 

and ready to galvanize a plan of action for government spaces in your community.

VIEW LOOKBOOK

hon.com
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The Future is Here
There’s always an exciting development in the works at HON,  

but this one is BIG. 

Our product configurator has long been a smart and fun way to 

personalize your office seating, but our new development goes 

above and beyond: An inspiring and innovative AR upgrade with 

enhanced user interface that allows you to see your creation in real 

time, in your own space.

With this genius feature, you can obtain 3D visuals at any angle, dive 

into product dimensions, and explore exponential options—right 

from the comfort of your own home. 

Discover the possibilities today!

96     hon.com

EXPLORE OUR 
PRODUCT 
CONFIGURATOR

https://www.hon.com/configurator
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Fabrics & Finishes
Today’s resourceful professional spaces are taking a 

thoughtful and organic approach to textural balance and 

color psychology. With elegant fabrics, durable finishes, 

and vibrant paints—all designed to rejuvenate, focus, and 

connect people and places—HON is leading the way when 

it comes to customized aesthetics and performance.

98     hon.com
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VIEW MORE  
FABRICS & FINISHES

https://www.hon.com/fabrics-and-finishes
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